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Basis of Forensic Matching
Forensic evidence left behind when a crime is 
committed have identifiable characteristics that 
can be traced back to the source
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Crime Scene 
DNA ProfileDatabase of 
DNA Profiles
Comparing Evidence with...
Is the crime scene DNA from the 
same person as any in the 
database?
Generate 









Is the crime scene DNA from the 
suspect?
Crime Scene 







Is the crime scene DNA from the 
same person as any in the 
database?
Generate 
investigative leads by 
combining evidence
Some database (1-N)
Specific sample, e.g. from 
suspected source (1-1)
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Automated Methods for Doing 
Comparisons
Develop comparison method using some database/ 
data set
Use the same method for new comparison
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Automated Methods for Doing 
Comparisons
Develop comparison method using some database/ 
data set – think of this as a record linkage problem
Use the same method for new comparison
(Adapted from Christen 2012, Ventura et al. 2015)
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Information at 13 locations
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Information at 13 locations
Hamming distance:
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“We are 1 million times more likely to observe the evidence if the 
suspect was the source than if he wasn’t”
(Estimated using reference population databases)
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Record Linkage can Inform Forensic 
Matching
● Systematic approach to developing new 
methods
● Estimation of likelihood ratios
● Indexing
● Deduplicating existing databases
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Sellers can open multiple accounts on the 
same or different marketplaces
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Current System and Literature
● Attention from law enforcement: opioid 
epidemic and overdose deaths
● Law enforcement relies on “old-school” 
investigative techniques
● Research by other groups use exact 
matching schemes (e.g. Broséus 2016, 
Kruithof 2016, Buskirk 2017)
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Data
Marketplaces are in the public domain: Web 
















Consider accounts with feedback from May-Aug 2014: 
3,512 accounts, 40,995 items, 422,044 feedbacks
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● Edit distance of 
IDs























● Edit distance of 
IDs








Random forest, with labels generated by 
PGP keys (80% availability):
● Same PGP key → label “match” (721 pairs)
● Different PGP key → label “non-match” 
(3,974,069 pairs) 
● 2,190,526 unavailable
Also tried: boosting, logistic regression, Naive 
Bayes, k-nearest neighbors, neural networks
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Single linkage: Each account in cluster matches 
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Some Unsolved Problems
● Absence of ground-truth labels; PGP labels 
could be erroneous
– Concerned about (0, 0) cell in confusion matrix
● Modeling choices – how do we know that 
final clusters make sense?
– Down-sample zeros? By how much?
– Upweight ones?
– What cutoff for random forest?
– Single linkage causes chaining – minimax 
linkage?
19
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Conclusion
● Forensic matching problems can be 
approached in a systematic manner
● Record linkage can inform forensic matching
● Issues unique to forensic domain:
– Adversarial behavior
– Danger of false positives and the potential impact 
on human life
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